
 

 

 

Received on _________________, from _______________________________, residing at 

_________________________________________ (the “Adopter”), the amount of $400.00 for a Kaerik 

Rags RagaMuffin kitten, from the _________________ Litter, born on __________________________ 

to RagaMuffin queen, ________________, a [insert color] RagaMuffin female.      

 

Amount received:  $ 400.00.  Total adoption fee for the kitten chosen will be $2200.    The deposit will be 

applied towards the total adoption fee for the kitten.  The balance due for the kitten must be paid upon 

pick up of the kitten in cash or postal money order. [If kitten is to be delivered:  The balance due 

must be paid two weeks prior to transport of the kitten]. 

 

ADOPTER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THAT DEPOSITS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.  

_________(initial) 

 

Adopter agrees that they shall choose their kitten from the kittens that are available within 48 hours of 

receiving photos and notice from Kaerik Rags that Adopter must choose their kitten, which will be when 

the kittens are approximately six to eight weeks old.   Failure of Adopter to choose within this time 

period will move them to the bottom of the waiting list.  Adopter acknowledges that Kaerik Rags 

has first choice on any kittens from the litter and may hold back one or more kittens for breeding 

purposes. _________(initial) 

 

Adopter also agrees that the adoption of a kitten from Kaerik Rags shall be subject to all the terms 

and conditions of the Adoption Agreement that Kaerik Rags is providing along with this Receipt. 

_______(initial)  

 

The kitten will be ready to be picked up by the adopter between 14 and 16 weeks of age, as shall be 

determined solely by Kaerik Rags.  In the event Adopter fails to pick up the kitten within one week 

of the time that Kaerik Rags has informed the Adopter the kitten is ready to go, [or failed to pay the 

balance of the purchase price as indicated above if the kitten is being shipped], Kaerik Rags shall 

have the right to sell the kitten to another party, and any amounts, including but not limited to the 

original deposit, paid towards the purchase of the kitten shall be forfeited by Adopter to Kaerik 

Rags.  Kaerik Rags has the right in their sole discretion to return the Deposit to the Adopter 

without any obligation to sell Adopter a kitten.   _______(initial) 

 

 

 

 



Kaerik Rags has the right in their sole discretion cancel or rescind this reservation at any time prior to 

delivery of the kitten for any reason. Should Kaerik Rags choose to rescind this reservation, Kaerik Rags 

will reimburse the full amount of the deposit plus any other monies paid by Adopter to Kaerik Rags 

toward the purchase of the kitten to the Adopter within ten (10) business days from the time the Adopter 

was notified that the reservation was cancelled. Reimbursements will not exceed the amount received by 

Kaerik Rags from the Adopter for deposit and purchase of the kitten, including without limitation, any 

monies spent in anticipation of delivery of the kitten. Cancellations instigated by the Adopter are 

NONREFUNDABLE.  _______(initial)  
 

 

THANK YOU! 

 
Kathy Hyneman 

 

Acknowledged and Agreed to  

this ___ day of _________, 20__ 

 

 

_________________________    _______________________ 

[NAME]       [NAME] 


